
Create made-to-order  
casegoods with  
Maxwell Thomas.

TAILOR 
MADE



Tailor made casegoods from 
Maxwell Thomas help you  
acheive your desired look 
and meet your residents and 
community’s  unique needs. 

Maxwell Thomas can create custom pieces  
for casegoods collections. Whether it's  
to fit your unique space, create a built-in  
look or meet a state regulation, we can  
tailor our line to meet your needs. 

01
SHARE YOUR IDEA
From a hand drawn sketch, to modifying 
existing collections, we can bring any idea 
to life. Contact us with your idea, sketch or 
inspiration photo and we'll get started.

Here’s how it works:

Contact us at  
MaxwellThomas.com  
or call 1-800-889-3957.

HOW TO  
GET STARTED

MADE-TO-ORDER  
CASEGOODS
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02
DRAW AND QUOTE
After you’ve shared your concept,  
we’ll provide you with a free quote  
and a drawing.

03
APPROVE AND ORDER
Once we receive your approval, sit 
back and we’ll get started bringing 
your vision to life.

04 
DELIVER AND INSTALL
We’ll ensure your manufactured 
product arrives on time and to your 
satisfaction. We’re also available for 
ongoing support for the lifetime of 
your product.

318085           1-800-889-3957    Explore more at MaxwellThomas.com



GET INSPIRED
Choose a tailored look by changing one or many elements of the casegood’s makeup. 
We can change multiple aspects of each piece to build your perfect product.
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HOW TO  
GET STARTED.

WILLIAMSBURG SCOTTSDALEMCALSTER
1 2 3

Layout – Start with one of our six 
collections and change the key 
elements to create a whole new look:

 Number of drawers
 Number of shelves 
 Height, width and depth by the inch

Toe Kick – The toe kick design  
can add flair and change the look  
of the casegood.

Lock – Adding a lock to a drawer can 
make a resident feel more safe with their 
personal belongings. Some states require 
locks to be included for residents.  

DESIGN ELEMENTS: 

arch

flush

scallop
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Choose from our six collections and start tailoring elements to suit your style or local 
regulations. Our team of Senior Living focused designers can help you achieve the look  
you want that meets your residents’ needs. Ready for delivery in as soon as six weeks.

ELKHART LANDLUST KENNER
4 5 6

Hardware – Choose from knobs or pulls in classic and 
modern finishes to complete the look of your casegoods.

nickel

antique black  
arched bar pull

rounded 
bar pull

square  
bar pull

square 
knob

dark bronze 
craftsman 

light brass
floret bar 

satin nickel 
straight bar 

Finish – Choose from our standard finishes or let 
us custom match the color you are looking for.

obsidian oak mocha shaker cherry

palos
mahogany

hayward 
cherry

solar oak

walnut
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VISIT MAXWELLTHOMAS.COM  
for a free consultation and to get started  

on your Tailor Made Casegoods.




